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‘Nothing but the best’

Studying Introduction - Please Read
Why study?
Students study because they treasure opportunities to learn. Our students understand that in order to make
excellent progress towards bright futures, they need to take responsibility for their own success and study
beyond the classroom walls. Study at Cockshut Hill has three core purposes:
1. We want you to have the very best opportunities and chances of success when you leave school.
Achieving good GCSE results will help you do that and the qualifications are yours for the rest of your
life.
2. To gain good grades at GCSE, you need to work hard every lesson, every day. If you are in school
every single day for your 5 years at Cockshut Hill, you will have 4,625 total hours of practice.
3. We want to make studying at home and with parent / carers as easy as possible.
Study at Cockshut Hill will be used:
• To prepare for new learning taking place in your lessons.
• To consolidate the learning that has taken place during a lesson, giving you the opportunity to practice
and refine particular aspects of your knowledge, and understanding.
• To stretch your knowledge and understanding beyond the curriculum.
How should I study?
When completing study you will follow the steps outlined below:
• Read through the relevant section of the Knowledge organiser – a number will be relevant to each
week e.g. 1 = learn in week one.
• Copy out the information from the knowledge organiser.
• Copy this information out again.
• Cover up your work/knowledge organiser and attempt to copy out the information from memory.
• Correct any spelling mistakes, factual mistake and anything you have missed when writing by memory
by using green pen.
What happens if I don’t study?
Your tutor will check your practice book every morning during tutor time. You must have your KO with you
at all times. On Thursday in tutor time your tutor will check your study has been completed for the week and
record the number of study sessions on your study log (maximum 6). If you do not complete study and your
study log is not as expected, you will be spoken to and parents will be informed if this happens on more
than two occasions per Knowledge organiser time frame.
How will teachers know if students are completing their study effectively?
•
•

Study checks will be embedded into schemes of work in addition to regular assessments to test learning
from study.
Knowledge Organisers will be monitored by form tutors on a daily basis.

What are the rewards of completing study effectively?
• Students will reap the rewards of regular, purposeful study in the progress that they make across their
subjects - students will begin to truly master units of work, seeing their rate of progress increase as a result.

Study Timetable
Year

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Weekend

7

English
Reading

Maths
Reading

Science
Reading

Geography
Reading

History
Reading

MFL
Reading

8

English
Reading

Maths
Reading

Science
Reading

Geography
Reading

History
Reading

MFL
Reading

9

English
Reading

Maths
Reading

Science
Reading

Geography
Reading

History
Reading

MFL
Reading

10

English
Reading

Maths
Reading

Science
Reading

Geography
Reading

History
Reading

MFL
Reading

Year 10 – your other subjects will set work accordingly and will be recorded in your planners.
EPA will still be set by your teachers and should be recorded in your planners.

Expected length of time spent studying
Year

Total nightly study

Usually made up of

7, 8, 9

60 minutes

1 x 30 Study
1 x 30 reading

10

60 minutes

1 x 30 Study
1 x 30 reading

Students in Years 7, 8 and 9 are expected to spend 30 minutes each evening reading. This aspect of study
will be monitored through the students’ parental support.

1st Copy

2nd Copy

From memory

Example

ENGLISH
English KO1
Week
1

Category
Some
grammar
terms

Word
Noun

Verb
Adjective

Adverb
Pronoun

2

Types of
nouns

Proper noun
Ordinary or
common noun
Collective noun

Abstract noun
Concrete noun
3

Some
more
grammar
terms

Preposition

Prefixes and
suffixes
Article
Connective
Conjunction

Meaning
A noun refers to a person, place, thing, or idea. The following words are nouns:
child, town, granite, kindness, Monday, Cockshut Hill, government, elephant,
Joshua and Birmingham.
Verbs are action words. A verb can express a physical action (e.g., to swim, to
write, to climb); a mental action (e.g., to think, to guess, to consider) or a state
of being (e.g., to be, to exist, to appear).
Adjectives are describing words. Large, grey, and friendly are all examples of
adjectives. Adjectives modify nouns;
adjectives are added to nouns to state what kind, what colour, which one or
how many.
Adverbs are also describing words. Quickly and gently are examples of adverbs.
Abverbs modify verbs; adverbs are added to verbs to state how the verb is
carried out.
A pronoun is a word used to replace a noun. Examples of pronouns are he, she,
it, they. We use pronouns so that we don't need to keep repeating the same
nouns; for example, rather than repeat the noun 'the car' in this sentence, we
use a pronoun so that “We took the car to the garage because the car needed
fixing.” becomes “We took the car to the garage because it needed fixing.”
A proper noun is a name used for an individual person, place, or organisation
and needs an initial capital letter, e.g. Jane, London, and Unicef. Days of the
week and months of the year are also proper nouns.
Ordinary or common nouns are words that refer to a person, place, or thing but
that is not the name of a particular person, place, or thing, like postman, city,
day, car, table, cat. They can be preceded by an article (the, an, or a) or a
possessive pronoun (my, our, his)
A collective noun is a word which we use to define a group or collection of
people, animals or things. In the phrase a herd of elephants, the word herd is a
collective noun. English has a lot of collective nouns. You belong to a class –
class is being used as a collective noun here.
An abstract noun refers to a thing that has no physical existence; it is the name
we give to an emotion, ideal or idea; you can't see, hear, touch, smell or taste
them. The opposite of an abstract noun is a concrete noun.
A concrete noun denotes a material object rather than an abstract quality,
state, or action; e.g. dog, building, tree.
A preposition is a word (one of the parts of speech and a member of a closed
word class) that shows the relationship between a noun or pronoun and other
words in a sentence. Some examples of prepositions are under, in, near,
before, and on.
Prefixes (letters you can add to the beginning of a word) and suffixes (letters
you can add to the end of a word) are used to build different words. Add the
prefix ‘un’ to the word ‘happy’ and you make a new word; unhappy. Add the
suffix ‘ful’ to the word ‘wonder’ and you make a new word; ‘wonderful’.
An article is a type of determiner that precedes a noun. Two articles are
recognised in English: the definite article (the) and the indefinite article (a/an).
A connective is a word or phrase that links clauses or sentences. Connectives
can be conjunctions (eg but, when, because) or connecting adverbs (eg
however, then, therefore).
A conjunction is word used to link clauses within a sentence. For example, in
the following sentences, but and if are conjunctions:
It was raining but it wasn’t cold.
We won’t go out if the weather’s bad.

Continued...

...ENGLISH
English KO1
There are two kinds of conjunction:
1. Co-ordinating conjunctions (and, but, or and so). These join (and are placed
between) two clauses of equal weight.
Do you want to go now or shall we wait a bit longer?

4

Types of
sentences

Command
Question
Statement
Simple sentence
Compound
sentence

Complex
sentence

2. Subordinating conjunctions (eg when, while, before, after, since, until, if,
because, although, that). These go at the beginning of a subordinate clause:
We were hungry because we hadn’t eaten all day.
Although we’d had plenty to eat, we were still hungry.
We were hungry when we got home.
A command is a sentence which tells someone to do something or gives an
instruction. ‘Shut the door.’ Is a command.
A question is a sentence which asks someone something. It has a question mark
at the end of it. ‘What did you have for dinner?’ is a question.
A statement is a sentence that tells someone a piece of information. ‘Her
birthday is in January.’ is a statement.
A simple sentence has a subject and ONLY ONE verb, for example: ‘The girl
sprinted after the tiger.’ or ‘The cat purred.’
A compound sentence is formed when you join two main clauses with a
connective. In a compound sentence the clauses are linked by coordinating
conjunctions ( such as and, but, so, and or).
I like bananas and I like grapes.
Zoe can be rude at times but she is a nice girl.
A complex sentence is formed when you join a main clause and a subordinate
clause with a connective. A subordinate clause is one that relies on a main
clause to make sense.
The connectives in complex sentences are subordinating conjunctions and they
tell us about the order or the place in which things happened or specify a cause
or effect relationship between events. Connectives used in complex sentences
include after, although, as, because, if, since, unless, when.
Some examples are:
I love roast potatoes, although my mum prefers them mashed.
You need to prepare for the spelling test tomorrow if you want to get all your
spellings right.
The big dog barked whenever I knocked on the door.

5

Some
literary
and
figurative
devices

Simile

Metaphor
Onomatopoeia
Alliteration
Rhyme

Complex sentences can also be constructed by including relative clauses (which
are subordinate clauses), for example: ‘Tom, who liked to read, settled down
happily with his new book.’
A simile is a figure of speech that is used to make a comparison between two
things by drawing attention to the similarity. The words ‘as’ or ‘like’ are
generally used in a simile.. Some examples of similes are ‘The sea was like a
blue blanket’ or ‘The classroom was like a zoo.’
A metaphor is a figure of speech that is used to make a comparison between
two things that aren't alike but do have something in common. Some examples
of metaphor are ‘The sea was a blue blanket’ or ‘The classroom was a zoo.’
Onomatopoeia refers to a word which imitates the sound of something. It
creates a sound effect that mimics the thing described, making the description
more expressive and interesting. Some examples are bang, crash, hiss, whoosh.
Alliteration is a device in which a number of words, having the same first
consonant sound, occur close together. Some examples are ‘Peter Piper picked
a peck of pickled pepper’ and ‘The big bully bashed the bawling boy.’
Words which rhyme have the same end sound. They do not have to be spelt
the same; cat and bat rhyme with one another, as do sigh and eye.

AVERAGES

2

Table shows how many students of sick

ESTIMATED MEAN GROUPED DATA
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1

=
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CUMULATIVE FREQ & BOX PLOTS

Cubic lines
Curves are formed from expressions
that have a power of 3 on the variable.
E.g. y = x3 and y = 2x3 + 4x - 8

MIN

LQ

MED

UQ
MAX

Quadratic Lines – Curves are formed from
expressions that have an index form of
the variable. E.g. y=x2 and y = 3x2 + 4x - 6

Straight Lines – Have the form y = mx + c where
m and c are numbers.
Where m is the gradient and c is the y intercept

GRAPHS

5

5

4

3
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MATHS

Year 9 Knowledge Organiser – Atomic Structure and the Periodic Table

A particle with no electric charge made up of a nucleus containing
protons and neutrons and surrounded by electrons. (1)

Mass number

Number of protons plus neutrons in an atom. (2)
Atoms with the same number of protons but a different number
Isotope
of neutrons. (2)
The average mass of atoms of an element taking into account
Relative atomic
the mass and amount of each isotope it contains.
mass
RAM = Total mass of atoms / total number of atoms (2)
Electronic
The arrangement of electrons in the energy levels of an atom.
structure
(3)
An electrically charged particle containing different numbers of
Ion
protons and electrons. (3)
Group
The name given to each column in the periodic table. (3)
Element
A substance containing only one type of atom. (3)
A substance made from different elements chemically bonded
Compound
together. (3)
Period
The name given to a row in the periodic table. (4)
Alkali metals The elements in Group 1 of the periodic table. (4)
Noble gases
The elements in Group 0 of the periodic table. (4)

Atom

Halogens
The elements in Group 7 of the periodic table. (4)
Diatomic molecule A molecule containing 2 atoms. (4)
A positively charged particle found in the nucleus of an atom. (1)
Proton
Halides
Compounds made from Group 7 elements. (4)
More than one substance that are not chemically
Neutron
A neutral particle found in the nucleus of an atom. (1)
Mixture
bonded. (5)
Negatively charged particles found on energy levels (shells)
Electron
Solvent
The liquid that a solute dissolves in. (5)
surrounding the nucleus inside atoms. (1)
Solution
A solute dissolved in a solvent. (5)
Nucleus
Central part of an atom containing protons and neutrons. (1)
A substance that will dissolve. (5)
Energy level
The region an electron occupies surrounding the nucleus inside Soluble
Insoluble
A substance that will not dissolve. (5)
(shell)
an atom. (2)
Solute
The solid that dissolves in a solvent. (5)
Atomic number Number of protons in an atom. (2)

Key Terms

SCIENCE

Definition

The commercial organisation
of holidays and visits to
places of interest.

A person who is travelling or
visiting a place for interest.

Advanced Country – a rich
country.

Morally what is right or
wrong.

Tourism which meets the
needs of the local people
and environment, now and
into the future.

Tourism on a large scale to
one country or region.

Tourism involving dangerous
landscapes, often with a
difficult climate and in
remote places.

An illegal, unplanned
settlement located in LIDC’s
and EDC’s.

Low Income and Developing
Country – a poor country

Emerging and Developing
Country – a developing
country.

Tourism that involves
travelling to places
associated with death or
suffering.

Key Word

1 . Tourism

1 . Tourist

2 . AC

2 . Ethical

3 . Ecotourism

3 . Mass Tourism

4 . Extreme
Tourism

5 . Slum

5 . LIDC

5 . EDC

6 . Dark Tourism

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Top 20 Tourism Destinations

Prague, Czech Republic
Shanghai, China
Vienna, Austria
Osaka, Japan
Rome, Italy
Taipei, Taiwan
Milan, Italy
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Barcelona, Spain
Hong Kong, China
Seoul, South Korea
Tokyo, Japan
Istanbul, Turkey
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Singapore
New York City, USA
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Paris, France
London, England
Bangkok, Thailand

6. Why is dark tourism becoming
popular?

5. Is slum tourism good for Kibera?

4. What attracts people to extreme
environments?

3. How does ecotourism benefit Jamaica?

2. Should Chernobyl be a tourism
destination?

1. How important is the global tourism
industry?

Key Questions

Did you know?
Tourism is the fastest growing industry in the world.
Tourism officially started on 5 th July 1841.
The UK makes £120 billion every year from tourism.

Geography Knowledge Organiser – Year Nine – Spring Term 2
Topic - Tourism

GEOGRAPHY

1964 North Vietnam attack and sink an
American ship near Vietnam.

1965 USA sends 3500 soldiers to Vietnam

1968 Communists launch Tet Offensive. They attack 100 cities.

1968 My Lai Massacre USA troops kill 400 civilians

1973 Last American soldiers leave Vietnam

1

1

2

3

5

A political belief that believes in sharing wealth to everyone.
America hated this belief and saw it as a threat

The name for communist soldiers from the North of Vietnam who
fought against Americans.

Leader of the communists in North Vietnam. He wanted all of
Vietnam to be communist.

Leader of the South Vietnam. They were anti communist and
supported America fight the communists in the north.

A series of paths and tunnels that the communists used to
transport soldiers and supplies without America seeing.

The name for fighters who do not wear uniform, hide and use
surprise attacks. Viet Cong used this tactic against America.

1.
Communists

2 Viet Cong

2 Ho Chi
Minh

2Ngo Dinh
Diem

2 Ho Chi
Minh Trial

2 Guerilla
Fighters

Key Words

1946-1954 Communists fight the French who
controlled all of Vietnam. The French lost. In
1954 the country is divided in half.

Key Events

Vietnam is a country in Asia. It is below
China. It is where the war took place.

1

1

Media
Lyndon Johnson
My Lai Massacre
Richard Nixon
Saigon
Hanoi
Kent State
University
Peace Movement
$20 Billion

4
4
5
5
5
5.
5
5

Tet Offensive

Search and Destroy

Napalm

4

4

3

3

Agent Orange

$400,000

3
3

Operation Rolling
Thunder

Punji Stick

2

3

Booby traps

2

The cost of the war per year.

war. They protested to try and do this.

A group of people in America who wanted to end the

Where American students protested to try and end the
war. American police opened fire and killed 4 students

The capital of North Vietnam

The capital of South Vietnam

The American President that ended the Vietnam war

When American soldiers killed 400 innocent civilian

The American President that launched the invasion of
Vietnam.

Newspapers, TV, radio.

A campaign by Viet Cong to try and win the war. It
attacked 100 cities but failed.

American tactic. They would search houses they
believed were hiding soldiers and destroy them.

A chemical weapon America used. When dropped it
would burn human skin.

A chemical weapon that America used. When dropped it
would destroy and burn jungles below

The amount needed to be spent to kill one Viet Cong
Soldier

The name given to the American tactic to bomb Vietnam
using planes.

A booby trap that were poison sticks with a trap door
above. Soldiers would step on the door and fall onto the
sticks.

Setting up traps meant to kill or injure soldiers

Key Words

Year 9 Knowledge Organiser Vietnam War Learn every 1 for week one. Every 2 for week 2 and so on
for 5 weeks

HISTORY

Adjectives:
Útil= useful
Interesante=interesting
Fácil= easy
Práctico= practical
Divertido=fun
Importante= important

Personalmente=
personally
En mi opinión= In my
opinion
Yo creo que= I believe
that
Yo pienso que= I think
that

Opinion Phrases

Week 2
Comparando mis
asignaturas
Más que = more than
Menos que = less than

Useful websites to support revision
Linguascope
Username: cockshut
Password: mfl123

Me gusta = I like
No me gusta = I don’t
like
Me encanta = I love
No me importa = I
don’t mind
Detesto / odio = I hate

Las opiniones

Week 1
Las asignaturas
LasLaEnglish
hora = Time
El inglés=
Las matemáticas=
Maths
El español=Spanish
El francés=French
Las ciencias=Sciences
La música=Music
El deporte=Sports
La historia=History
La
geografía=Geography
El dibujo=Art

SPANISH

YEAR 9

Week 3
Opiniones, planes
futuros
La semana que viene
= next week
El mes que viene =
next month
El año que viene =
next year
La semana próxima =
next week
El mes próximo = next
month
Mañana = tomorrow
Mañana por la
mañana = tomorrow
morning
Voy a continuar = I am
going to continue
Voy a viajar = I am
going to travel
Voy a trabajar = I am
going to work

Key connectives
Porque= because
Pero= but
Y= and
También= also

Mi día preferido es =
my preferred day is
Durante el recreo =
during break
terminamos a las tres=
We finish at three
empezamos a las
nueve menos veinte =
we start at 8.40
El día escolar es largo
/ corto = the day is
long / short
Las classes duran
setenta y cinco
minutos = classes are
75 minutes long
Lo que me molesta=
What annoys me is
Tenemos treinta
minutos para el
almuerzo = We have
30 minutes for lunch

Week 5
Mi rutina escolar

Intensifiers
demasiado= too much
mucho=a lot
muy= very
un poco= a bit

Week 4
Mis instalaciones del
colegio
Frío = cold
Sucio = dirty
Agradable = pleasant
Grande = big
Ocupado = busy
Espacioso = spacious
Limpio = clean
Ruidoso = noisy
Tranquilo = quiet
Bonito = pretty
Desagradable =
unpleasant
Modern = modern
Feo = ugly
Antiguo = old
Pequeῆo = small
en mi colegio hay = in
my school there is
en mi colegio ideal
habría =
In my ideal school
there would be

SPANISH

‘Knowledge is power’

Year 9
‘Nothing but the best’

